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Abstract:

Digitally controllable scatterers initiated a new paradigm in the design of wireless communication systems. With these
new devices, the wireless channel can be altered by the network to enhance the propagation conditions between communicating devices. This opened the door to new schemes where the wireless channel is not only counterbalanced, but
can also be inuenced to create more favorable communication conditions. Recently, loaded passive antenna arrays employed in controllable scatterer setting attracted signicant attention. This trend is motivated by the use of o-the-shelf
components, namely antennas and controllable loads, to achieve controllable scattering function. Such variant oers the
advantage of being low cost and immediately available compared to other options relying on meta-materials [1].
The investigation of physical layer schemes leveraging controllable scattering requires representative channel models that
capture the main underlying physical eects. Most of the models presented so far rely on a simple approach where
the scattering array is represented by a set of phase shifters that are illuminated by incident plane waves [2] This
representation, even valid in far eld conditions, neglects signicant eects, in particular in near eld regions where its
function as a scatterer is benecial the most.
This contribution aims to ll this gap by proposing a channel model which is valid in both the so-called array near eld
and far eld regions. To be clear, the array near eld is referring to the intersection of the element's far eld and the DCS
(as the composition of all elements) near eld [3]. The proposed model shows dierent power decay laws that depend
on the distances separating the transmitter, the receiver and the scattering array as well as the size of the latter device.
The new power decay law shows new conditions where controllable scattering is benecial. A capacity analysis taking
into account the new model is provided. It shows the regions where the DCS enhances the diversity and the rank of the
channel in multi-path environments.

1 Scenario and notations
The scenario of interest is represented in gure 1. The transmitter and receiver are both using a multi-antenna
array of size

H.

Nt

and

Nr

respectively. The base-band channel is represented by a matrix of size

The distance between the TX and RX is denoted

transmitter and the receiver are denoted

dt

and

dr

d0

Nr × Nr

denoted

and the distances between the scattering array and the

respectively.

2 Far eld models for digitally controllable scatterers
In this section we remind decomposition tools that have been proposed to represent the spatial dependence
between the channel matrix and the geometry of the scenario in far eld setting. These tools are extended to
include a digitally controllable scatterer.

2.1

Power decay law in line-of-sight setting

The rst channel model that have been proposed to study digitally controllable scatterers employed a diagonal
matrix with unitary elements representing phase the shift that is applied on incident plane waves [2, 4].

H=

√

ρd Hd +

√

ρrs ρst Hrs ΘHst

(1)

ρd , ρrs and ρst account respectively for the path-loss of the direct link, the path-loss of link
between the receiver and the scattering array, and the path-loss of the link between the scattering array and
The coecients

the transmitter.
When all links are line-of-sight, the coecients

−4

and

ρst

follow a

d−2

where

d

is the distance traveled

ρrs ρst product).
These observations have been conrmed for the array far eld with a radar cross-section analysis in [5], where
by the signal for each link. This results in

d

ρd , ρrs

decay for the scattered link (namely, from the

it is shown that the signal level observed on the scattered link follows a

d−4

decay law, and that it is more

benecial to place the scattering array close either to the transmitter or to the receiver.
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Figure 1  Scenario of interest
2.2

Channel decomposition

In a multi-path Tx-Rx environment, while assuming far-eld propagation for all links, the channel of equation
(1) can be decomposed as a set of plane wave components [6]:
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where azimuth propagation has been assumed for simplicity. Additionally,
the link by TX and RX, excluding those related to the DCS.
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is the set of scatterers as seen in

is the set of antennas that compose the DCS.

is the angle of arrival of the direct (line-of-sight) link from DCS to RX and

φLOS
T,i

is the angle of departure

of the direct link from TX to DCS. Moreover, here we assume that the contribution of the DCS is dominated
by the line-of-sight components TX to DCS and DCS to RX. The vectors

aR (φ)

and

aT (φ)

are the steering

φ. For each
LOS are the ith angles of departure and arrival from and towards the TX and RX,
i ∈ S , φLOS
and
φ
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th
respectively. αi is the complex channel seen on the link TX to i
scatterer to RX (including power decay and
th
phase shift related to propagation) and γj is the complex channel seen on the TX to j
antenna of the DCS to

vectors of the RX and the TX respectively for an incident plane wave illuminating from angle
scatterer

the RX, accounting for the power decay, the phase shift related to propagation and the phase shift applied by
the DCS element on the incident waves.

3 Near eld model with digitally controllable scatterers
One of the main motivations of using DCS is to counterbalance strong blockage in non-of-sight TX-RX links.
Thus, in what follows, we assume that the direct TX-RX link is entirely blocked.

Nonetheless, the links

corresponding to TX-DCS and DCS-RX are line-of-sight. In particular, when the transmitter and receiver are
not necessarily in the far-eld of the DCS, their contribution to the link is instead given by:
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where each coecient in the RX array manifold

where

rn

is the 3D vector corresponding to the location of the n

is given by [3]:

(4)

th element at the receiver or transmitter array.

G(r) is the Green function of the Helmholtz equation in free space characterizing the eld strength
of a spherical wave departing from the origin with a wavelength 2π/k and observed at the location represented by
Additionally,

the 3D vector

r.

Furthermore,

F (r̂)

characterizes the directional properties of the antenna element. Using this

model, and assuming isotropic elements and single-antenna transmitter and receiver sides, it has been shown
that the path-loss experienced through the TX-DCS-RX link follows two slope model as displayed in gure 2 [3].
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Figure 2  Path-loss regimes for the TX-DCS-RX link. Extracted from [3].
More specically, gure 2 shows that in the so-called array near eld (i.e. for distances smaller than
radiation density at the receiver's location oscillates around a path-loss related to

d−2

rF F ),

the

even-though the direct

TX-RX link is entirely obstructed. On the other hand, in the array far-eld (i.e. for distances greater than

rF F ),

the path-loss is related to

d−4

as it could be expected from an analysis based on the radar equation [5].

For more information on the so-mentioned near/far-eld dierentiation the reader is referred to [3].

4 Spatial multiplexing analysis in non line-of-sight scenarios with DCS
In the following, we reformulate the results shown in [3] to study the impact of the DCS on the MIMO channel.
In particular we study the impact of the DCS on the ability of the TX-DCS-RX link to construct spatial streams
that can be relied upon to spatially multiplex information. As such, the metric known as eective rank [7] is
used as means of computing the eective number of contributing modes.
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Figure 3  Eective rank of the TX-DCS-RX link
More specically, gure 3 shows the eective rank of a 5x5 MIMO system composed of λ/2-spaced ULA transmitter and receiver sides under a completely obstructed TX-RX link (i.e. only the DCS contribution is exposed).
The planar conguration and setup of [3] was given use: 21x21 for a total of 441 short-circuited DCS elements
with symmetrically disposed TX and RX arrays.
As it can be observed, the DCS mediated link exhibits an eective rank up to four when the TX and RX are
suciently close to the surface. The latter can be explained by the richness that is created near the surface
when the propagation environment to every DCS element vary signicantly from one another. On the other
hand, as expected, when these are located farther away than the far-eld distance (i.e.
falls to one.

rF F ),

the eective rank

The latter can be seen as the dual of a key-hole channel where a single ray is present for the

Tx-DCS-Rx link.
Finally, as it was corroborated, in the case of a MIMO system, the channel gain (computed as the sum of

3

the square of the channel singular values) follows the same behavior as for the single-antenna TX-RX case of
gure 2.

5 Conclusions
This paper extends channel decomposition tools to derive the channel model of the wireless links relying on a
DCS. By using array manifold vectors derived from free space Green function, the proposed model inherently
accounts for both far eld and near eld regimes. This allowed to measure the impact of the DCS in a MIMO
communication link.

The simulation results show that DCS improves the rank of the channel in near eld

regime and provides only a small enhancement in the link budget for far eld regime.
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